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Virginia Beach, VA, May 5, 2015– The FAA notified HAZON Solutions LLC (HAZON)
of their approval to conduct Crisis Response services utilizing both fixed wing and
rotor-wing UAV’s. HAZON is currently the leading US provider of small
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (sUAV) services for large organizations conducting
commercial aerial infrastructure inspections.
“With the approval of our second Section 333 exemption, [Crisis Response] HAZON can
now offer additional capabilities to our Utility and Transportation customers as well as
State and Federal agencies during crisis and disaster response. We are proud that we
will be able to respond to the call and support our first responders and infrastructure
partners during times of need,” stated HAZON CEO, David Culler.
HAZON was the first UAS service company in Virginia to be approved to conduct
commercial infrastructure inspections for Utility, Telecommunications and
Transportation customers. Leveraging a highly successful FAA endorsed test
program, HAZON has validated their ability to offer safe, effective and efficient
sUAS operations while far exceeding customer expectations.
“The ability to assist during times of need is very satisfying and like our time in the
service [Military}, we take it extremely seriously.” said Sean Cushing, HAZON President.
“When we [HAZON] are called to action, we will deliver excellent results with safety
always the priority. Our motto is, ’Customer First – Safety Always!’”
- MORE HAZON Solutions LLC is the leading provider of sUAV services and capability
development for large organizations. The company has deep roots in naval aviation,
nuclear propulsion and ISR (intelligence, surveillance and recon) operations. This
unique skill set enables HAZON to assist Fortune 1000 companies in the
development of all aspects of drone operations. HAZON is a Veteran owned and
operated sUAV service’s company located in Virginia Beach, VA.
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